
This new platform is available now!
Check out www.ceeris.eu to get access to all services!

YOUR PLATFORM
FOR REPORTING 
ONLY ONCE  

Central and Eastern European Reporting Information System

CEERIS



Who can use CEERIS for reporting? 

CEERIS stands for “Central & Eastern European Reporting 
Information System” and is a joint initiative of 8 countries:

Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Serbia and
Slovakia. The platform enables vessel operators navigating in the Danube
corridor and the Elbe river in Czech Republic to fulfil all reporting
requirements for a specific inland waterway transport in participating
countries by “reporting only once” with “single entering of data”.

CEERIS and EuRIS share various services as user management, vessel
position provision, ETA and voyage calculation as well as ERI data exchange

Good news – all EuRIS users with a successfully claimed vessel or
granted reporting rights for a vessel can automatically access
through a single sign-on the platform at www.ceeris.eu to report
for their voyages.

What benefits does CEERIS offer for skippers?

to profit from each other to the advantage of their users.

• CEERIS provides you with an overview of all reporting requirements for
your intended transport and route based on full transparency of the
legal background and receiving authorities as well as data sovereignty.

• With CEERIS users can create transport plans that contain multiple
voyages which are defined by events such as loading or unloading of
goods or passenger movements and entail a change of data.

• You can share a reporting flag with all involved parties as agents, cargo
owners and terminal operators enabling them to fill-in e.g. cargo data
for your transport.

• A smart fill-in help based on extended reference data translated in all
prevailing languages assists you in reporting the correct data.
Favourites and smart copy functions facilitate a fast fill-in process.

• CEERIS provides you an overview of delivered reports, their status as
well as all received responses and makes sure you report only once.



• As registered authority you can easily receive customized reports with
data fields in line with your legal requirements by preferred means as
GUI dashboard, email, web-hook or API in a selected format (PDF,
XML, graphical template).

• The system takes care of the smart distribution of data enabling
authority users to focus on the management of the reports.

What benefits does CEERIS offer for receiving authorities?

The platform at www.ceeris.eu
aims at reducing administrative 
barriers and reporting burdens 
through a stepwise increase of 
participating receiving 
authorities.

Which data can be made available through CEERIS?

CEERIS offers an extended and flexible reporting data pool including data
items for voyage, cargo, passenger, crew, statistics, ship stores and waste
reporting. As a result, a wide scope of receiving authorities, including
traffic management, customs, border police, statistics and ports are
addressed by the system in addition to the national RIS authorities.

• Responses can be sent to skippers and
shared with other authorities.



• In addition to granting reporting rights for a vessel, vessel owners have
the possibility to grant third parties as logistics users access to the
voyage and transport information for their vessel in EuRIS - either for an
individual voyage or a certain time period or even unlimited.

• This allows logistic users to query and track the current position of the
vessel together with ETA updates and cargo information in the EuRIS
portal depending on the granted privacy class for the optimization of
their services and processes.

• In the notification centre fleet operators and their partners can subscribe
for specific events related to authorized vessels in order to get updates
on ETA for their vessels. These events comprise the receipt of ERI
messages, ETA changes, stationary situations, the passage of bridges and
locks as well as the arrival and departure at berths.

The new platforms at www.eurisportal.eu and www.ceeris.eu take a first step
towards the integration of logistics users into the RIS services catalogue with the aim
to increase efficiency in transport management and to strengthen the
competitiveness of IWT.

Share information with your logistics partners 

Visit us at www.ceeris.eu


